MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD/CTD for MAP/CAP 51-15(E) – Operational Deployment Definition

1. SYNOPSIS: Revises the definition of operational deployment in JTR, par. 4600 to match the definition in USD P&R 1 November 2013 memo, Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) Deployment-to-Dwell, Mobilization-to-Dwell Policy Revision. The AF Principal’s staff requested the JTR be revised to match.

2. These changes are scheduled to appear in the JTR, dated 1 September 2015.

3. This determination is effective when printed in the JTR.

//approved by Joel T. Ridenour for//

TONIA BOCK
Chief, Strategic Planning and Policy Division
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The following pages are the same policy preceding this page but showing tracked changes.
JTR REVISIONS:

4600:

A. COCOM AOR. A specified location to which various forces are moved to complete operational actions in low or high intensity operations/exercises. AOR organizations are composed of direct units, coalition forces, CJCS, JTFs and other operating forces supporting COCOM operations.

B. JTF. Assigned/attached elements of the Army, Navy, Marine Corps, and Air Force, or two or more of these Services, which is constituted and designated by the SECDEF or by the COCOM Commander or an existing JTF (as defined by Joint Publication 1-02, DoD Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms). For this Part, the JTF definition also includes the Coast Guard.

C. Operational Deployment. SECDEF directed operations in support of a UN/COCOM mission. These include UN/JTF peacekeeping, nation building, humanitarian missions, operations against an actual/potential enemy, and similar missions. The term “contingency operation” is See defined definition in App A.

D. Exercises. COCOM/CJCS training military maneuvers or simulated wartime operations whose purpose is to enhance unit readiness and mission capability. For example, war games, field exercises, or maneuvers, that may or may not involve more than one Service. The traveler/unit is placed in field duty.

E. Contingency Operation. See definition in App A.

App A1: OPERATIONAL DEPLOYMENT.

1. As defined in USD (P&R) 1 November 2013 memo, Under Secretary of Defense (Personnel and Readiness) Deployment-to-Dwell, Mobilization-to-Dwell Policy Revision. An operational deployment begins when the majority of a unit or detachment, or an individual not attached to a unit or detachment, departs homeport/station/base or departs from an en route training location to meet a Secretary of Defense-approved operational requirement.

2. An event is an operational deployment if it is a SECDEF approved operational requirement recorded in the Joint Capabilities Requirements Manager or Fourth Estate Manpower Tracking System and is contained in the annual Global Force Management Data Initiative (GFM DI) compliant tool under the GFM DI reporting structure specified in DoDI 8260.03.

3. Also, an operational deployment includes forces deployed in support of Execute Orders (EXORDs), Operational Plans (OPPLANS) or Concept Plans (CONPLANs) that is approved by the Secretary of Defense are also considered operationally deployed.
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